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The African Renaissance Movement Presents:

LEADING WORLD ENTREPRENEUR, FRED
SWANIKER SHARES HIS EXPERIENCES WITH 2009
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Fred Swaniker, a worldacclaimed, young and charismatic social entrepreneur,
addressed the 2009 Entrepreneurship Class on ovember 5th.
As part of their course, the lecturer Mr. Ben Barth invites
successful entrepreneurs to
share their experiences with the
class.
In 2004, Fred Swaniker formed
the African Leadership Academy (ALA) with his business
partner Chris Bradford. They
both received the Echoing
Green Fellowship award in
2006 as two of the top 15 best
emerging entrepreneurs in the
world. The ALA, which is set to
be launched later this year, was
set up to train 16-18 year olds
from all over Africa, in Leadership, Entrepreneurship and African Studies. The ALA’s “goal

is to prepare future African leaders
to tackle the challenges they will
inherit, while providing them a longterm support system of mentors,
partners and other leaders.” The
academy also provides financial aid
in the form of ‘forgivable loans’, to
its needy students. The students’
debts are ‘forgiven’ if they decide to
live and work in Africa for ten years.
Fred’s key advice to the upcoming
entrepreneurs
was
that
selfawareness was a pre-requisite for

entrepreneurial success. Every
entrepreneur needs to be aware of
themselves;
their
personal
strengths and weaknesses. This,
he believes, is what sets successful entrepreneurs from the rest.
According to him, self-awareness
guides the entrepreneur in knowing what kind of skill sets he/she
needs to look out for in prospective personnel in order for a
proper balance in skill sets. In
addition, entrepreneur is able to
take calculated risks if he/she is
self-aware. He also advised the
class to continuously look out for
solutions to problems on the African continent.
Just like Dr. Patrick Awuah, Fred
Swaniker believes that ethical
leadership is the key to a prosperous and sustainable future for
Africa.
Romeo Owusu-Aning
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Can you feel it? The excitement
is in the air all around campus!
Everywhere there’s a poster or
two campaigning for this person
or the next. Our mailboxes are
filled to bursting with appeals for
our votes. Even those with ‘no
challenger’ have joined in the
campaigning fun.
Aside the obvious amusement
this period is giving us, we need
to consider the broader context

and meaning of student government. Our chance to exercise
democracy in this small community gives us a fair amount of
familiarity with the electoral
process on a larger scale. Our
country goes to the polls in a
couple of weeks to choose a new
leader. There’s no overstating the
need for peace and tolerance during this time. Let us use this opportunity here on campus to not

just understand the need for a
smooth electoral process but put
this into practice next month. Our
beautiful country deserves it.
Before my proverbial pen runs
dry, I have to say best of wishes
to my fellow ARM executives
contesting the position of Student
Council President. Look lively
gentlemen, and may the best man
win.
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Ogya’s Corner

This is an excerpt from an article
on Dr. Esi Ansah’s blog. Watch
out for further excerpts in future
editions of the Pinnacle. You can
read the remainder of this article at:
http://ogyakrom.blogspot.com/

“Passion drives
creativity, and
creativity drives
excellence, and
excellence yields
results”
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Its about 4:30am, and I can’t seem to
tear myself away from the radio (online),
so rather than sleep, here I am … I’m
listening to Joy Fm’s Frontpage program, and the discussion is centered
around issues – what issues do we want
to see our presidential candidates and
political parties address? I have so much
on my mind, and it’s sad that I’m so far
away, and cannot contribute. Well, I
could call (usually a daunting prospect,
considering that I’d have to try several
times first). Oh well, thank God for blog
space. At least here, I can share my
views …
So what are the issues that I think are
key to our development? What should
our politicians be focusing on? Here’s
my list. It’s a chain – each of my five
issues is linked with the other four. Ideally, there’s so much I’d like to see our
leaders prioritize, but I’ll list only five
out of a rather long list.
First of all, I would place manufacturing
and processing and the protection of our
local industries as my top priority. We
need to craft an industrialization policy
that wakes up to the reality that if we
don’t look out for our own and move
from the colonial economic system of
producing raw materials and unprocessed goods, we’ll keep struggling economically.
Manufacturing and processing demands
an investment into research and development, and educational reform. By this,
I mean substantial and not just nominal
reform. This is such a gargantuan task,
but I believe if we strategize properly,
we can fuel reform at all levels. First of
all, we need to retrain our educators –
get them to adopt more student-centered
approaches that will fire up the potential
that’s locked in our students at an early
age. Our focus must shift to what is best
for the student, and our emphasis must
be shared between facilitating teaching
and proactively facilitating learning.
Let’s get our educators in touch with

technology and creative new ways of
teaching and learning. Let’s take better
care of our educators at all levels, and
through public education campaigns, let’s
elevate the image of our educators, instill
pride in what they do, and make it a viable
career choice rather than a last resort, as it
has become. That’s the starting point. Then
let’s scrap this system that chooses for students what they have to study. This is a
major, major, major concern of mine, and I
can’t say it enough.
A system that does not encourage creativity, that is built on a colonial premise that
we need to train for specific needs, and so
stigmatizes some subject areas and exalts
others is inherently flawed, and we’ve allowed it to persist for long enough. For
example, in a sports-crazed country, why
don’t we have sports administration and
management programs in our institutions
of higher learning? Yes, we need doctors
and engineers, and let’s by all means produce them, but we do not live only by the
work that scientists do. We need to allow
students to explore the arts – visual, literary
etc as well as the sciences and not select
the ‘smart’ ones to do science and leave the
rest to do arts. That’s a serious – very serious problem that needs immediate attention. Passion drives creativity, and creativity drives excellence, and excellence yields
results. I strongly believe this. People say
some subjects can’t or don’t put food on
any table, but I beg to differ. Passiondriven work that is excellent, coupled with
an entrepreneurial mindset will indeed put
food on the table and do more than we can
ever do by just following the crowd.
This educational reform at multiple levels
will also encompass one thing – education
on personal, civic responsibility. This is
something that will be taught in our
schools, encouraged in our workplaces and
churches, and social groupings – personal
civic responsibility, so that we don’t always look to government to do everything.
Why lament government’s inability to clear
the filth in our cities if we’re not taking
personal responsibility for the filth we cre-
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ate as individuals? What of our conduct on the
roads as drivers, passengers and pedestrians? It’s
appalling, and we look to curative measures such
as fines and police crackdowns on lawlessness etc,
but if we start taking ourselves seriously we will
behave better on our roads, and we can, through
civic education, inculcate a certain sense of pride,
self-esteem, morality, and discipline, it will serve
us well. This tackles corruption at multiple levels, as we campaign against it and let people know
that while it’s not okay to receive a bribe, neither
is it okay to offer a bribe. We have to tackle the
issue from both angles. Civic education at all levels will reduce the common flaunting of the law
that we see, whether it’s on our roads, in our class-

rooms, in our courts, workplaces etc. if we take
personal responsibility seriously, then we’ll
have less trauma in the area of lawlessness and
law enforcement.
About the Author:

Dr. Esi Ansah is an Assistant Professor in
Ashesi University currently teaching Organizational Behavior to
the Class of 2010 BA students.

Faculty Focus: Erinn Ransom
In this issue, our faculty spotlight rests
on Dr. Erinn Ransom, the “Professor
of Hip-hop”. Our enterprising reporter
Sophia Aryeetey recently caught up
with her in her office . Enjoy.
SA: Who is Erinn Ransom?
ER: A survivor. Descendant of slaves.
Daughter of Native America. Granddaughter of Africa. Eldest of 4. Scholar
and lover of hip hop. Life-long student.

standing and soothe my conscience which
was uneasy about being considered an
expert on a continent I had never seen. I
came looking for the nuances that my
textbook education had not captured. The
Africa that was real, the Africa beyond the
intellectual’s imagination. I came expecting the reality of Africa to challenge any

SA: Why did you come to Ghana?
The short answer is that it has always
been a goal, a must really, that I visit
Africa. I was never specific about where
exactly I would go first, but I knew it
would be a country in West Africa, since
it is most likely that my ancestors were
from somewhere in the region. I often
say that I didn’t choose Ghana, Ghana
chose me. Circumstances just aligned
and fell into place for Ghana to be my
first stop.
As I was about to finish my PhD in African Diaspora Studies, I felt it was imperative for me to have a first-hand experience with Africa. Before I became a
“doctor” of the Diaspora, I wanted to test
and challenge my theoretical education on
Africa with practical experience.
I
thought it would only enhance my underPage 3

-Americans, a field of study that requires a
basic understanding of Africa, or at least
the connections that African-American
history and culture have with Africa—I
came to Ghana with more questions than
answers. I came looking to see if my observations supported my education.
I was intended to stay for 10 weeks, but 3
and a half months simply wasn’t enough
time. So I sought out ways that I could
stay longer, perhaps permanently.
I
looked for ways in which I could be useful, and contribute to the positive, progressive direction of Africa in some small way.
My greatest skill and deepest passion is
teaching, so the direction was already
clear.
SA: What has been your most memorable
experience in Ghana?

“...the first time I
was called “white”
or “obroni” hurt
me very deeply.”

sense of romanticism I may have carried.
So, though I had studied primarily African

ER: I’ve had many. Far too many to
name, but I’ll tell you a few that sort of
capture the entirety of my experience thus
far. The first thing that stood out to me
was that I physically stood out. I have
never been more conscious of my complexion as I am here. I expected that when
I arrived, I would blend in.
Of course I don’t. And the first time I was
called “white” or “obroni” hurt me very
deeply.
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Another memorable experience was my
first trip to the Cape Coast and Elmina
dungeons. I call them dungeons as a
matter of perspective. It would be disrespectful to our ancestors —mine and
yours—who passed through, or died
there, to call them anything else. For
them, they were certainly not castles.
For many they were graves, prisons,
walls that stole their identity. It was an
emotional experience. I was angry at
what had happened in those places. Rape
of women (and men), torture, psychological terrorism. I was numb and overwhelmed. Having studied the TransAtlantic Slave trade for so many years
made me too familiar with the details to
draw tears. And I was proud. Particularly
as I stood outside the “Door of No Return”. My presence made that door a lie.
I was proud of my people’s resiliency to
survive. I had returned, and in a sense it
felt like vindication for the millions of
our nameless ancestors, who never did
return.
SA: Do you think Ghanaian music or
culture has been adulterated by pop culture?
ER: I do. That is how cultural hegemony
works. And right now the cultural hegemony of the West (particularly the
U.S.) is growing. I think it is quite dangerous the level of imitation I see, particularly in youth music. The Ghanaian
identity often gets lost in attempts to
sound, look, act and be like American
pop artists. But it’s not one-sided. There
are African artists who preserve their
cultural heritage and identity in their
music.
I’d make the same two-sided argument
for Ghanaian culture as well. The best
example I can use is the fact that Ghana
promotes wearing traditional or traditional-inspired clothing only on Friday.
To me it seems more culturally affirming
to wear Western clothing only on Friday,
and to wear Ghanaian clothing the rest of
the week, if such a rule or custom should
be in place.

SA: In
your
Page
4 view, what is the major fac-

tor hindering the development of Africa?
ER: Our decolonization is not complete. We
are still mentally and economically colonized, yet because Africa is politically independent, we assume the work has been done.
This creates a myriad of other problems.

SA: What are some of the challenges you
face as a woman and as of mixed race?
ER: It’s funny that you ask that. I don’t
consider myself of mixed race. Both of my
parents are Black. Of course Black means
something different in America than in
Ghana. I learned that as soon as I arrived
here. But both of my parents are Americans
of African descent. I do have Native American ancestry as well, being that my birthplace, Oklahoma, had a history of Native
American and African American cohabitation. I may have some Caucasian ancestry
somewhere down the line, but I am not
aware of it. So to answer your question, I
don’t have any challenges as a result of being of mixed race. I have experienced a degree of privilege in Ghana for being fairskinned (and American). The challenge in
that is one of solidarity. I have to work hard
to not be angry with Ghanaians, who I know
value lighter skin as a result of the history of
colonialism and indoctrination that white is
better. It makes me angry, and sad, but I
have to understand why it is so, and use
those instances as an educational tool when I
can.

SA: What has been your experience at Ashesi University so far and what do you think
about the college and its vision?
ER: Teaching at Ashesi has been a challenge
for me, but in a very positive way. I am
growing a lot as an instructor, learning what
pedagogy is and what is and is not effective.
It’s been particularly challenging because
my students come from two generally different experiences, perhaps even more. On the
one hand, there are the students from Africa,
primarily Ghana, but some from other countries on the continent. On the other hand, I
have students from America. Some are
white and some are Black, and even that
makes things complicated in terms of having

a common language, and finding common experiences to draw from. I mean,
even the term “black” means something
different to the African students than it
does to the American ones, so I have to
work hard to keep everyone involved,
and I try not to let my courses lean
more towards an American experience,
which again is a task, given that I am
American myself.
I love the spirit and vision of Ashesi.
It’s the reason why I chose to work
here. I’ve said before that Ashesi’s
mission of fostering critical thinking,
and developing good scholars, citizens
and leaders in Africa is in alignment
with my own mission as an instructor
of Africana Studies. I have a great respect for the fact that the founders of
the University saw the importance of
including African Studies as a core part
of its curriculum. To me it shows the
institution’s understanding that our
students must be equipped to be leaders
in Africa, but also leaders “for” Africa.
That is, our students will have a basic
understanding of Africa’s history and
culture, so that as scholars, citizens, and
leaders, Ashesi graduates will use their
technical skills to benefit Africa and to
promote African interests, values, and
goals.

SA: What role do you think music can
play in Africa Renaissance?
ER: I think music can play a critical
role in African renaissance. The combination of the word (nommo) and the
drum (rhythm) is a particularly powerful combination. Lyrics that can inspire
and encourage, mixed with rhythm that
ignites movement or action is potentially transformative because the words
engage the mind whereas the rhythm
engages the spirit, causing individuals
who are receptive to it to be moved on
a very deep level. The African Oral
Tradition, and the power of the drum
are two aspects of African culture that
could be better utilized to fuel an African Renaissance. Not to mention, music is the terrain in which young people
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come together. The popular music of the
day unifies a whole generation. It was true in
the 1970s and 80s with the impact Bob Marley had on the world. We can think also of
Fela Kuti, or Mariam Makeba. Their gifts
not only elevated the consciousness of their
listeners, but inspired people to act, in various ways, to bring about changes in their
individual lives or in their societies. Today
we see the same potential, for example, with
Hip Hop. However, the messages of Hip
Hop vary. In the same sense that misogynistic, stereotypical, and violent lyrics can inspire self-destructive attitudes and behavior,
so can conscious, enlightening, and uplifting
Hip Hop inspire positive change in the lives
of individuals—individuals who can then be
inspired to change the world around them.

SA: Any regrets or unfulfilled goals in life?
ER: No. I don’t believe in regret. Any
shortcoming is simply a lesson. I believe
that all things happen for a reason, and my
Granny’s mantra that “what don’t kill you,
makes you stronger”. So no, I don’t put
guilt-trips on myself for falling short at this
or that. I focus on striving further, higher.
It’s okay to fall sometimes, the important
thing is how you react, what you learn, and
that you get up and try again.

SA: Ever been married/ do you have kids?
ER: No
SA: What does Obama’s victory mean for
Black people?

SA: Who is your role model?
ER: I can’t say that I have one particular
role model. I’m inspired by a number of
people. I’m inspired by the history of my
people; our struggle, our resilience, our cultures. I’m inspired by music, by nature, and
by the spirit of children. I’m also inspired by
the sense of purpose that I feel.

ER: Obama’s victory means a number of
things. First, it has significant psychological significance that a person coming from
a race that has been for so long, degraded,
demonized, called inferior and incapable—
has been elected to perhaps the most powerful position of our time. Symbolically,
the significance is tremendous because it

offers a positive self-image that Black
people can be proud of. This will
possibly impact the self-esteem of
Black children growing up who may
have internalized the more negative
depictions of who their people are, or
can be.
His victory is equally significant in
that Michelle Obama—a Black
woman, descended from the enslaved
Africans who built the foundation of
America and the White House
(literally)—is now going to be the
first lady to a nation that has had a
history of degrading, abusing and
ignoring African American-women.
This is also important in a country
where you often hear reports of the
“deteriorating Black family”. The
First Family—no doubt, the model
family for the country—is now a testament to and example of successful,
whole, and healthy Black families.
The significance that such imagery
has for the African American community may not have the same impact in
Africa, where tradition and family
cohesion is stronger and deeper.

ARM Electoral Poll Results
The much-awaited ARM Poll results are in. Many thanks go out to all those of you who participated as well as those
whose feedback and suggestions helped in an immeasurable way.
DISCLAIMER
ARM carried out this poll in a wholly anonymous and neutral fashion. Participants were drawn from students in
Ashesi University College, and was open only to members of the afore-mentioned set. The results of this poll do
not necessarily reflect the views nor wishes of the ARM nor any of its members.
PERCEIVED ELECTIO RESULT OUTCOME

This category asked participators to indicate which party they thought would win
the presidential elections. Here, participation was a full 100%, and out of that, 67%
felt that the NPP would carry the day.
18% of participants believed CPP would
win, and 10% felt that the victory belonged to NDC. The remaining participants had their faith in the United Ghana
Movement and United Love Parties, each
representing 3% of participants. Participants showed no confidence in the remaining parties.
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Happenings here @ Ashesi
Akwaaba Nyte
It was not just the remarkable turnout at TWIST, it wasn’t just the
beautiful fashion displays, it wasn’t
just the impressive talent of the DJ, it
wasn’t just the spectacular MCing, it
wasn’t about the welcoming atmosphere and how good everyone
looked, and it wasn’t just about the
mouth-agape music performances by
Ashesi’s own Yaw P. and MC either.
It was all of the above and more.
This year’s Akwaaba Nyte to matriculate the class of 2012 into Ashesi is a night to remember.
One of the things that contributed to
the success of this wholesome event
was the planning. Besides active
publicity, the organizers did well to
secure a suitable venue for the night
and to prepare a workable program.
However, this success would not
have been measurable without the
event actually taking place.
It was freshman night and everyone
arrived at TWIST looking his or her
very best. Sweet scent and perfume
filled the air as well as good music.
The two MCs, Paul Davide ArdeAcquah (ASC General Secretary)
and Rebecca (“freshwoman”) did
well to coordinate the line-up of
events effectively.
The event was all about having fun
and so there was a segment for attendees to ‘display’- the ‘Open Mic
Session’. Representatives from the
freshman class also took to the stage
to battle via a ‘Dance Battle’ for the
title of Mr. and Ms. ‘Face of Akwaaba’. At the end, Michelle and
Dara were both crowned winners by
the discerning audience.
Then, it was time to dance! All the
while, the DJ’s music had been inviting and finally, this was the ‘moment
of truth’ when everyone got to ‘do
their own thing’ on the dance floor.
One would dance until one “dropped
dead”. The atmosphere was irresistible and you could not help but fall

into the music and let yourself go.
There were lots of pictures taken and
the ginger drink delicacy was much
“respected” by all students present, including CIEE students. Of course,
guests who were invited were there to
grace the occasion; all the more reason
why the event was so successful because one could also hang out with
more familiar faces and then make new
friends.
Being a freshwoman, I feel that the
fashion display was one of the interesting highlights of the night. Apart from
showcasing new designs in male and
female casual wear, it also “brought
everyone together” to admire the new
designs and to cheer on the models.
As with every happy ending, there’s
usually a ‘sad’ beginning. In this case,
even though the starting time for the
Akwaaba Nyte delayed, it did not affect
the overall success of the event. On the
whole, I feel that the organization was
brilliant and I am looking forward to
next year’s Akwaaba Nyte.
Congratulations to the Ashesi Student
Council (ASC) for putting up this event
to welcome the freshman class of 2012.
Akwaaba!!
Diana Dayaka Osei [2012 B]

Some Scenes From The Night
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ARM Members Talk About: Obama’s Victory
Obama: The East-African Marathoner in the White House
The world indeed needed this shocker to
unearth its truly unpredictable nature! A
Black President in America? This must
be preposterous!
But again, it ought to be pointed out that
a new breeze and ease have indeed
blown and its impact is unassailable. A
new day has indeed dawned for that
Latino, that African-American, that Indian, and above all, that poor and marginalized person who never looked beyond being a survivor in the midst of
crime and poverty to breathe the new air
of hope brought by the greatest political
marathoner our generation has ever
seen, Barack Obama.

As a keen follower of athletics, I have
come to understand that most of the best
marathoners in the world originate from
the East African region. Haille Gabriele
Selassie of Ethiopia, one of the greatest
long distance runners the world has ever
seen, credited his success on the tracks to
the early morning and late evening miles
run to school. The painful past indeed
built within him a formidable marathoner.
That same East African blood runs
through the new President. His childhood
experience in a white-dominated society
built his desire to rule the biggest economy with few prospects for blacks.
The White House does indeed deserve a
passionate marathoner. Such is to be
found in the man Barack Obama.
Philip Coffie Dzisenu

I had a dream: That a black star would
rule the world! And its fulfillment was
in that Kenyan-born who never had
things easy but took up the challenge to
prove critics wrong. The battle, in
which the victor emerged after having
showed defiance in the face of racial
and social barriers, has had a profound
effect on millions including myself, an
individual coming from a continent
plagued by negative media portrayal
and descriptions.
Our great White House marathoner has
indeed added a thousand-fold to the
annals of black and minority history
started by Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X,
Mahatma Gandhi, Kwame Nkrumah,
Martin Luther King Jr. and recently the
first black mayor of New York, David
Dinkins.
An interviewee on BBC gasped for reasons why and how come the “Kenyan
boy” made it so far, notwithstanding the
hassles and challenges he faced from
the “Clinton arsenal” and recently
McCain’s “Rocky Balboa” cum
“Vietnam-spirited” fight. The answer
lies in that wonderful, hilly but poor
country in the East African region,
Kenya.

An African Commentary on the U.S.
elections
The results of the US elections have
brought a phenomenal change of about
one hundred and sixty years of American
electoral and political history. Being an
African commentator I would as much as
possible like to eschew any form of bias
and keep a balanced argument. This great
nation today has seen its elections celebrated all over the world. In the days running up to the elections, it was easier to
sense and see the urgency with which
Americans wanted to rewrite history
through a major change with this year’s
elections and again the American choice
of a President is celebrated and respected
all over the world.
At this point in time, when America is
crushing financially and tensions are
mounting daily in the financial sector,
Americans saw the need to rally behind
the one beacon of change and vote for
their candidate. Reports say this year’s
election saw a lot of voters since 1960.
Evidently, good leadership and character
is still as important to Americans as their
economy.
The elections did not only witness a
leader adored by Americans but they also
wanted a leader who is respected and

cherished by a large number of
people in the world. Some debaters around the world believed the elections were biased
and that democracy was not
highly observed. Back in Africa some people were thinking
“the black man has got a
chance” in America but some
still held the notion that
“America will not allow a
black man to rule their country” and the fact that this elections is not easily predictable.
With the selection of Democrat
Barak Obama to lead America,
it is now apparent that America
has transcended beyond the
boundaries of skin colour, race,
religion or any other form of
human prejudice. Americans
now think it is time for Obama
to fulfill his “Change” in the
crashing financial sector and
other relevant areas and keeping the horrors of the world at
bay.
We cannot also rule out the fact
that this election has been very
dramatic and enlightening,
raising issues such as race, gender and religion. These issues
have been well argued and now
more accepted in the American
society.
On Facebook, an avid contributor from the U.S commented:
“Martin Luther walked a long
journey for Obama to run and
now Obama is running for our
children to fly”. People all
round the world have come to
believe that this is a somehow a
fulfillment of Dr. King’s
dream: “I have a dream that
one day the children of America would be judged not by the
colour of their skin but the content of character”. A day after
the election results had been
declared, Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd of Australia said: “Today
what Americans have done is
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THE FARCICAL DEBATE
Obama’s Victory cont’d
turn that dream into a reality”. He also
believes a world which is in many respects fearful for its future; Rudd said
“the world looks to America for global
leadership on the great challenges of the
21st century.
At the primaries to choose a democratic
leader between Hillary Clinton and
Barack Obama, the world was waiting
to see America’s change with gender
and racial issues. Many people became
more aware of the opinions the American people hold with regards to choosing their president and also debates and
open discussions were held in the media
to face these issues.
Republican John McCain is a great icon
in American politics and perceived his
experience with the military and hands
on experience with American politics to
be the key to winning this year’s elections.
Among the issues that both politicians
tackled in the face of soaring fuel and
gas prices were the economy and the
war in Iraq, America’s foreign policy,
American national security, healthcare
reforms and immigration reforms.
As Ghanaians, we have a lot to learn
from the high democracy shown by the
people of America, we have not got
different races and colour but we have
different tribes and religion therefore
these limiting factors should not be the
bench mark for our leaders.
We would always cherish and acknowledge American elections so long as it
displays the hope and landmark in a
respected leadership of their country.
Isaac Bruce [2012 A]

couple of days ago, I
stumbled across what
was arguably the most
biased piece of journalistic writing ever to grace any media
source in the country. It was simply a
scathing attack on all the Ghanaian
presidential aspirants who partook in
the recent IEA Presidential debate
save the NDC aspirant Professor
John Atta Mills. The deliberate exemption of Professor Mills from the
“fire” of the critic was laughably
conspicuous to the point that I rushed
to the bottom of the article to find
out who the impenitent writer was.
Unsurprisingly, the article was written by the NDC’s Eastern regional
chairman Julius Debrah.
While the article was fundamentally
flawed by virtue of the fact that its
attack on the performance of the
presidential aspirants at the recently
held IEA debate constantly fell short
of Professor Mills’ door, the article
highlighted one key thing that all
Ghanaians, particularly those voting
in the upcoming elections, ought to
know.
This is that the political debate was
an absolute farce. This is largely
because we as a nation generally are
apathetic to what it is that these politicians take to our screens to tell us
concerning what they intend to do
while in office. Of course I admit
that there are some people, albeit a
small group of people, who actually
listen out for the issues before making their decisions on who to vote
for. However the bulk of people in
this country think and vote along
party lines and won’t change their
vote for something as “insignificant”
as a convincing argument. The fact
of the matter is Ghana hasn’t reached
the point where the issues are the
only factors that affect voter thinking. Trivialities like how tall and
handsome a candidate is has to my
amusement become a major factor
that could shape the outcome of the
upcoming elections together with
ethnicity and religion. This was
made evident in Metro TV’s post
debate interviews of viewers all

across Accra. All the people I
watched being interviewed admitted
that while some of the aspirant’s
arguments seemed sound, the debate
was not going to influence their
vote. Here in Ashesi also, similar
sentiments were prevalent. But
when the ability of a politician to
rally supporters by appearing more
in sync with popular thinking is
more important to a campaign than
his or her ability to articulate a convincing argument, political rhetoric
abounds and the IEA debate had it
in bucket loads. Of course there had
to be the light sprinkling of logical
argument in order to appeal to floating voters. This forced the candidates to touch on topics such as oil,
nuclear energy and the school feeding program but only briefly, so as
not to alienate the masses who after
all were the core audience. The debate, for the most part went like this:
Professor Mills having been asked a
question, rather than answering it,
would take the opportunity to attack
the current NPP administration.
Nana Akuffo-Addo would then respond in a lackadaisical manner,
which seemed to suggest that he was
ill prepared and viewed his being at
the debate as more of a chore than a
duty. Dr. Paa Kwesi Nduom in turn
appeared to have been briefed to
speak only metaphorically always
referring to “wheels”, “bodies”,
“engines” and never anything else.
His tone also seemed to suggest that
he had been taking public speaking
classes from the late Osagyefo; even
going as far to include the famous
finger wave of Dr. Nkrumah’s Independence Day speech. Dr. Mahama’s performance was summed
up by his speedy appearance at Citi
FM the following day to make excuses about why he performed so
poorly (apparently he had a severe
cold). There wasn’t a single candidate that struck me as revolutionary
or evolutionary. None of the candidates discussed new viable economic activities that Ghana should
indulge in other than oil. None of
them discussed imports and exports
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and the expansion of the Tema harbour to take advantage
of the landlocked countries that lie beyond Ghana and
none of them discussed ways of increasing access to
credit for small businesses and individuals and while
Nana Addo discussed increasing the size of the country’s
police force, none of the candidates discussed the much
needed reform of the Police Service. Ultimately, it is fair
to say that Ghanaians did not get their money’s worth.
But where do we apportion blame? To the politicians? Or
perhaps the electorate? Well I will let you in on a little
secret. Politics, like economics, works on the principle of
supply and demand, with politicians as the suppliers and
the electorate as demanders. Also the suppliers, who are
in this case politicians, work on the fundamental principal of modern marketing which is that the customer is
always right. To be successful as a supplier therefore,
one has to find out what the customer wants and deliver
exactly that. The reason why McDonalds will not start
serving burgers on diamond encrusted Chinese porcelain
with a glass of vintage Armand d’Bragnac champagne on
the side in my lifetime is the same reason why Ghanaian
politicians won’t provide intellectually stimulating debate; there simply isn’t a large enough demand for it. If
anything, the politicians should be applauded for their
savvy in recognizing that there was no need to throw
their “pearls to pigs” that would trample on them and
might even throw them back.

Ghanaians ought to be more taxing of their politicians.
We ought to make them afraid to take to our screens and
radio sets to bombard us with empty political rhetoric.
What is most upsetting about the status quo is that it does
not only apply to the so-called uneducated and illeducated masses but cuts across to the so-called cream of
the society. Right here at Ashesi I have heard countless
people boast of the performance of their favoured Presidential aspirant at the IEA debate when in reality they
couldn’t have been more far wide of the issues than they
were. It appears that political rhetoric charms even Ashesi students who supposedly make up the 1st percentile of
quality Ghanaian students. The inter-connectivity of issues such as address systems and access to credit or increased crime and unemployment were seldom discussed
by the aspirants and seldom expected by the listening
public. Ghanaians ought to demand more from our politicians and until we do, we will have to make do with the
sub standard debates and substandard governments.
But I will say this for our beloved country. The fact that
a presidential debate is even possible after years of unconstitutional and unjust governments is testament to the
progress this country has made in recent years. Today
freedom of speech is taken for granted in this country by
Ghanaians who forget that only 10 years ago I would
have probably thought twice about writing this article. I
hope that this coming election will bring further political
progress and solidify this country’s status as a shining
example of democratic governance on the African continent.
Kwabena Owusu-Adjei

ARM Electoral Poll Results cont’d
VOTIG PLAS

Here, we wanted to know whether or not participants
intended to vote this December. 46.2 percent said yes,
43.6 percent said no, and 10.3 percent were unsure or
undecided
about
their
plans
for December
7.

10.30%

Will There Be
Peace?

7.70%
Yes
No
82.10%

Not sure

EXPECTATIOS FOR PEACE

Here at ARM, we are maintaining high positivity
for a peaceful outcome of the December elections.
82.1% of respondents agreed with us. 7.7% felt
there would be some other sort of outcome, and
10.3% just weren't sure.
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ARM Electoral Poll Results cont’d
VOTERS’ CHOICE

And here’s what most of you have been waiting for.
Interestingly, exactly half of all the poll participants
“swerved” this question, for reasons best known to
them. For those who did answer, 58% intend to vote for
the New Patriotic Party. Dr. Nduom can rest assured he
has 23% of the respondents on his side, and the NDC
captured 15% of the prospective voters. 4% of the respondents plan to give their vote to the United Love
Party.

Who will you vote for?
Convention
People's
Party
23%

United Love
Party
4%

National
Democratic
Congress
15%

New
Patriotic
Party
58%
TYPE OF VOTER

Voter Type

Floating
Voter
51%

Party
Faithfuls
30%

The majority of respondents described themselves as
floating voters, constituting 51.4%. 29.7% of respondents hold strong party alliances, and 18.9% were simply apathetic.

Apathetic
19%
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